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Please note:  this divination is not a personal individual yearly divination. If you 
would like a personal individual divination you must arrange this by visiting IFA 
Global website www.ifaglobalsite.com  
 
This message from IFA is solely applies for IFA Global Egbe Members 
IFA community members who are actively apart of the IFA Global Egbe Membership 
and signed onto IFA Global website. 
 
Here is the Divination and message from  
IFA this year 2020 for us as a collective Egbe: 
 
IFA says this year brings those who are actively part of the Temple a good victorious 
year, but we must make ebo and feed our Ori often for peace of mind and take IFA 
medicine for ease of health this year. 
 
IFA says for those who are part of IFA Global Egbe membership and do not have their 
Hand of IFA we are advised to work on receiving this year to help reinforce general well-
being, protection, longevity and victory on our destinies. 
 
IFA warns this is not fight this year as this will not bring peace of mind.  IFA says we 
have to make ebo so that we have a better understanding towards each other.   IFA says 
members must make ebo so that we maintain victory over our enemies this year. 
 
IFA says IFA Global Egbe Members should learn, focus and develop good 
character towards their family, & partners, spouses. IFA foresees more marriages, unions, 
companions for members this year. For women members if they are barren, IFA says are 
advised to do IFA Divination and the appropriate ebo and take IFA medicine in order for 
things to go well for them. 
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IFA says this is a year that all members we will be tested by people. IFA says we 
should avoid undermining those in authoritative higher positions than us and places that 
we may work.  
 
IFA says this is the year to be more actively involved and also help support IFA 
Global Egbes designated places and be more involved in outreach programs within your 
communities and Egbe IFA Global community events, outreach programs IFA Global 
online classes and conference calls in order to receive a better understanding of the 
system of  IFA, Ancestors, Orisha. 
  
In addition, more members should focus on helping and supporting the IFA Temples 
grow.  This will bring more blessings and opportunities for us in the long term. 
 
IFA says it is taboo to disrespect the IFA Temple, caretakers, IFA Priests, IFA says the 
temple is very sacred and if we support the Temple and the Priests more blessings will 
come towards us by the Orisa. 
 
IFA advises us to show more appreciation and take care of the temple and priests within 
the community, if you do IFA will provide for us more.   (When you are an active member 
and part of a temple and the code of conduct. You fall under the protection and guidance 
of IFA and the IFA Priests/Healers/Doctors and the Temple there Orisha).  
 
IFA says and emphasis, encourages that ALL temple members and devotees must really 
strive to receive their Hand of IFA (KOFA) this year for their protection of themselves and 
family. IFA advises that members who know they should be initiated or fulfill any ebo 
obligations should complete them for things to work out favorable for them this year. By 
receiving your hand of IFA this is what they should work towards as this will help to 
prevent hardships and reinforce long life, better health, balance and long life. 
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IFA says we should avoid procrastination on all levels this year relating to 
temple/home/shrines and spiritual duties. IFA says that more effort should be applied by 
members.   IFA says this is not a year to doubt the wisdom of IFA and the IFA 
Healer/Doctors Priests/Godparents and your own spiritual development.  
 
There are members who should have been initiated by now and are strongly advised not 
procrastinate no longer.  IFA says initiation will prolong our longevity and is the catalyst 
towards strengthen our survival and path and eliminates unwanted obstacles and helps 
to bring opportunities towards us.  
 
  
IFA says that All IFA Global members should take this tradition and path more seriously, 
IFA says we should avoid coming to IFA just because we have a problem only.  IFA says 
we should make ebo often to ensure success, wealth and good business.  IFA encourages 
us to have both feet firmly into the tradition of IFA.  
 
  
IFA warns against all Egbe members gossiping bad or fight against or testing the IFA 
Priests or members testing others.  IFA says that if we do ebo and be patient we will see 
the results. IFA says if our Ori (Head) is fighting against the natural process then life 
might become more complicated. IFA says members need to receive Ori or take good care 
of their Ori this year. 
 
IFA says some members will leave this year and will not want to follow the wisdom of 
IFA. However, the members who leave they are supposed to leave, members who stay 
will become stronger and successful. 
 
IFA employs us not be sad about this but to wish the people in our lives that leave, 
members have to keep focused. 
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IFA says this is a good year for the members to do more things together and a good year 
for marriages, however they should make ebo for a successful relationship. IFA says if 
you are in a relationship that is good for you to do IFA Divination for you both to ensure 
that your union/marriage is successful. 
 
IFA says the men need to step up this year.  IFA says that men should always consult IFA 
to make sure that they are with the right partner, so that when they are in a relationship 
to make sure they have shared values and to avoid problems in the near future.  
 
IFA says that all members need to make sure they have IFA health medicine made this 
year.  Ifa says we must learn how to understand our partners if we are married in a 
relationship and make divination and ebo to ensure harmony and balance.   
IFA says this is a year  for members to value family.  IFA says we must exercise patience 
and do ebo.   
 
IFA says this is a good year for members to begin their own businesses as this will be a 
very active year. IFA encourages all members to receive your personal yearly/ or general 
personal IFA Divinations and ebos, ceremonies, IFA prayer veneration days.  
 
IFA says members should not waste money on the things we do not need and watch how 
we spend.  IFA says we should invest more on our spirituality this year in order to see 
victory in the near and far future.   
 
IFA says all members should receive frequent divination and get their tools in order 
to avoid circumstances of sudden death. 
IFA says there will be children being born from Egbe members this year , IFA says for the 
children of the members, the parents must make sure they also receive their hand of IFA 
or regular divinations, we cannot leave our children behind, IFA says to take great care of 
the children and make ebo to avoid misfortune so the misfortune and turn into good 
fortune. 
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IFA says that if there are women who wants to give birth, they must make IFA Divination 
and ebo to have a successful pregnancy and birth. 
 
 
 
TABOO/Warnings/EEwo 
For this year 2020 IFA Global members	should	avoid	the	following:  
-No Watermelon 
-Avoid Fights 
-Avoid Swimming in water places this year/to avoid drowning 
 
 
May	Orunmila	the	Yoruba	Orisha	of	destiny	guide	us	always	Ase	Ase	Ase	O	
 
Aboru Aboye  
 
 
 


